### Business Technology & Applications Analyst

The Department of Computer Science at University of North Carolina Wilmington seeks an outstanding applicant to fulfill the role of Business Technology & Applications Analyst for our unit.

To apply, please use the following link: [https://jobs.uncw.edu/postings/20457](https://jobs.uncw.edu/postings/20457). The application deadline is May 23, 2021.

This position is responsible for the following duties:

- Develops hardware and software infrastructure solutions to assist faculty and staff in research, teaching, and technical requirement gathering.
- Manages Computer Science department HPC cluster, VMware, storage, cloud, and backup infrastructures.
- Packages, maintains, and deploys specialized software as needed to support department (and partners) teaching and research.
- Provides advanced computing resources, analytics, application development and support for the Computer Science Department, Data Science and MSCSIS graduate programs, IT major, Digital Arts program, and Virtual Reality initiatives as well as various research groups across campus including Earth and Ocean Sciences (in particular, their GIS initiatives) when technical requirements exceed the scope of ITS services.

### Brief Summary of Work for this Position

Graduate from a 4-year college with concentration in computer science, information technology, management information system or related areas.

Must be able to work independently and experience with Linux server (LAMP), networking, server and storage hardware, windows, Linux, and Mac clients.

### Minimum Education and Experience Requirements

Preferred Qualifications:
Master’s degree from an accredited institution in computer science, information technology, management information system and/or related fields and 2-4 years work related experience desired.